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The Brief
FM Conway delivers the infrastructure services to support, develop and maintain the UK’s vital transport
networks, built environment and open spaces.
They had multiple ageing CCTV systems in place, all accessed by different applications and very difficult to
manage. Some systems were accessible remotely, some standalone, and there was no remote access; all
had varying picture quality.
FM Conway needed an IP CCTV installation that could cover multiple geographically dispersed sites and that
could be monitored both onsite and from a central location in a user-friendly, secure and efficient manner.
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"Exceptional work standard, friendly engineers Very likely, often do
recommend NCS Technology to others. We will continue to expand our fleet
of Avigilon CCTV systems and are looking into the NCS Technology CCTV
Maintenance contract for support and systems maintenance."
Matthew Chapman, IT Supervisor – Infrastructure - FM Conway

NCS Technology have extensive experience installing IP
CCTV in a range of environments, get in touch for a noobligation discussion regarding your site security needs on
info@ncstechnology.co.uk and 01622 769692.

